Unstoppable Teams Programme
Programme Outline

Overview

• Ensure the team are aligned and
committed to a compelling goal
• The team will need to demonstrate
understanding by delivering an elevator
pitch on this goal, why it’s important and
how success will be measured

The Unstoppable Teams Programme® is a phased,
tailored programme combining executive team
workshops and 1:1 coaching. It follows a proven process
to deliver increased business performance and benefits
from over a decade of research. This programme
delivers sustained results when it becomes an integral
part of your regular departmental meeting schedule;
combining team and leadership development with
3 key objectives:
1. Setting a clear, compelling team Vision and Goal
2. Identifying a Critical Path and Execution Plan
3. Improving the Team Dynamic to achieve the goal

• Essential Planning to achieve the goal:
• Develop Critical Path
• Develop Team Governance Structure

• Create 100 day execution plan
• Identify specific owners and timescales
• Agree accountability

Programme Outcomes
The key objective is to help you to deliver your business
goals and enable you and your team to get the right job
done more efficiently - achieving more outstanding
results. Team meetings become more efficient,
mediocrity is unacceptable and all team members are
held to account. By the end of the programme there
should be absolute clarity for leader and team on what
the team needs to achieve and why - and a clear plan of
how they will get there.

Target Audience
• Team check-in
• Are we effective? Are we efficient?
• How can we improve in order to
achieve the goal?

This programme is targeted at teams wishing to work
more cohesively to improve their impact and
effectiveness within the organisation.
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Phil Rose – Clarity Business Coach
Phil’s inspirational, challenging, and practical approach has brought
success to many senior executives and their teams across a wide
variety of international industries, from technology and healthcare to
sport. Phil coaches top-level management in Europe, US, Middle East
and Asia to be better leaders; to provide clarity, model conviction,
and enable their teams to exceed their business goals.

Robert Taylor – Clarity Business Coach
Rob’s success across different commercial environments lies in his
ability to enable and empower people, demonstrating integrity in his
role as leader. A highly creative and intuitive individual, Rob traded a
music career for a role in performance coaching, training and
presenting 15 years ago. Since then he has gained experience and
expertise in many different industries, including presenting on the
Discovery Channel, speaking at conferences for leading global
organisations and coaching business leaders worldwide.
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